New Materials in the Ozark Regional Library System
If you don’t see it at your local branch, ask your librarian to order it for you (or you can go to our online catalogue and place a hold on the item yourself). Remember, a library card is free!

Fiction

- Colgan, Jenny. *Midnight at the Christmas Bookshop*
- Hawley, Noah. *Before the Fall*
- Kaplan, Ariel. *The Pomegranate Gate*
- Maguire, Gregory. *The Witch of Maracoop: Volume Three of Another Day*
- Miller, Linda Lael. *Christmas in Painted Pony Creek*
- Patterson, James. *23 ½ Lies*
- Roberts, Sheila. *The Twelve Months of Christmas*
- Salam, Anbara. *Hazardous Spirits*
- Salazar, Noelle. *The Roaring Days of Zora Lily*
- Sanderson, Brandon. *Yumi and the Nightmare Painter*
- Thayne, RaeAnne. *Christmas at the Shelter Inn*
- Woods, Stuart, and Brett Battles. *Obsession*

Non-Fiction

- Bamford, Maria. *Sure, I’ll Join Your Cult: A Memoir of Mental Illness and the Quest to Belong Anywhere*
- Buscaglia, Sara Larson. *Farm & Folk Quilt Alchemy: A High-Country Guide to Natural Dyeing and Making Heirloom Quilts from Scratch: 20 Color Formulas, 10 Projects, Including 7 Full-Size Quilt Patterns*
- Hackinen, Meaghan Marie. *Shifting Gears: Coast to Coast on the Trans Am Bike Race*
- Hallow, Jack. *Oh My Gourd! How to Carve a Pumpkin: Plus 29 Other Fun Halloween Activities*
- Hill, Kashmir. *Your Face Belongs to Us: A Secretive Startup’s Quest to End Privacy as We Know It*
- Lesem, Jeanne. *Preserving Today: New, Faster Techniques for Preserving Foods at Their Peak of Flavor—with 168 Recipes*
- Thiam, Pierre & Lisa Katayama. *Simply West African: Easy, Joyful Recipes for Every Kitchen*
YA Fiction/Non-fiction

- Brewer, Heather. *The Chronicles of Vladimir Tod: Twelfth Grade Kills*
- Cotugno, S. H. *The Glass Scientists Volume 1*
- Dimaline, Cherie. *Into the Bright Open*
- McCrina, Amanda. *I’ll Tell You No Lies*
- McManus, Karen M. *One of Us Is Back*
- Riordan, Rick. *Percy Jackson and the Olympians: The Chalice of the Gods*
- Shepard, Ray Anthony. *A Long Time Coming: A Lyrical Biography of Race in America from Ona Judge to Barack Obama*

J Fiction/Non-Fiction

- Anlauf, Lena, & Vitali Konstantinov. *Genius Noses: A Curious Animal Compendium*
- Bramucci, Stephen. *Race for the Ruby Turtle*
- DiCamillo, Kate; illustrated by Julie Morstad. *The Puppets of Spelhorst*
- Diehn, Andi; illustrated by Micah Rauch. *Wheels Make the World Go Round: Simple Machines for Kids*
- Horvath, Polly. *Pine Island Visitors*
- Kiernan, Denise. *We Gather Together: Stories of Thanksgiving from Then to Now*
- McBride, Amber. *Gone Wolf*
- Woodson, Jacqueline. *Remember Us*

Picture Books

- Blackall, Sophie. *If I Was a Horse*
- Condie, Ally; illustrated by Jaime Kim. *Here: I Can Be Mindful*
- Davidson, Rose. *Animal Tails*
- Ehlert, Lois. *Red & Green*
- Ferry, Beth; illustrated by A. N. Kang. *The Christmassy Cactus*
- Higgins, Ryan T. *Out Cold: A Little Bruce Book*
- Leung, Julie; illustrated by Hanna Cha. *The Truth About Dragons*
- Rinker, Sherri Duskey; illustrated by Ag Ford. *Construction Site: Taking Flight!*
- Ruiz-Flores, Lupe; illustrated by Anna López Real. *Piece by Piece: Ernestine’s Gift for President Roosevelt*
- Smith, Craig; illustrated by Katz Cowley. *The Stinky Wonky Donkey*